This year the Curriculum and Instruction Unit will be providing tools to support you in the implementation of the Division objective of using cooperative learning strategies in every classroom.

Learning Together will share information, resources, pictures, quotes and stories of your success across all program areas.

Why? Over 1000 studies have proven that cooperative learning maximizes student engagement and boosts achievement.* We are social beings and our basic nature is active and interactive. Students want to “do” and talk. ESL students gain fluency and comprehension more readily when learning cooperatively than when they only listen to the teacher model accurate speech.

How? Cooperative learning works through:

Simultaneous and equal interaction: There is equal time for each student to share, and as many students as possible talk and listen at once.

Interdependence: The success of one student produces benefit for all, and each one’s contribution is necessary to complete a task.

Accountability: A public performance by each student is required.

Set your students up for collaborative ease and success by creating the right environment in your classroom.

Getting Started

“Face Partners” John Finley and Jenny Moreno (rear) confer, as do their “Shoulder Partners” Laura Vasquez and Monica Braunstein at the ESL Summer Institute earlier this year.
Getting Started (continued)

1. Group desks or tables and chairs in teams of four. If tables are bolted to the floor, have students move chairs or stools around the end of a table.

2. Assign students within teams: Partner A and Partner B for partner work; Team members A1/B1 and A2/B2 for partners to partners; and Team member 1, 2, 3, 4 for round-table tasks.

3. Create a safe place for interaction by regularly using class and team building activities.

4. Introduce cooperative activities using simple tasks so students learn the process before applying it to harder content or skills.

5. Use a quiet signal to stop group work for instructions or sharing. Only speak when all students are quiet.

6. Use a large and, preferably, audible timer to keep student interaction equitable and moving along.

7. If at first you don’t succeed, reflect, talk with colleagues to receive their input, and then try the strategy again. Don’t give up.

*References and Resources:

In the next issue, we will continue to discuss ways to group students. We will also look at the cooperative learning strategy of “Think-Pair-Share” and provide examples for using it that increase engagement and equity in every classroom.